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‘There is an
economy to be
built out of
video gaming’
Garry Cook’s sale of
Manchester City was
a game-changer, but
esports is the next
revolution, he tells
Robin Pagnamenta

W

hen he took over
the reins as chief
executive of
Manchester City in
2008, Garry Cook
claims he was
chasing a boyhood dream.
A life-long football fan, it was just a
matter of days before he realised its
finances were in a more perilous state
than he had realised.
“Funding had dried up, we were
leveraged in every corner and there
was a road-crash about to happen,”
says Cook, who went on to engineer
the club’s sale by Thaksin Shinawatra,
its Thai then owner, to a group
controlled by Abu Dhabi’s royal family
a few months later. “We went out to
seek financial advice and the
recommendation was to sell the club.”
The rest, of course, is history.
Compared with running a struggling
football club, Cook’s current job
couldn’t be more different.
As executive chairman of esports
tournament business Gfinity he is
attempting to surf a wave of growth
as the industry undergoes a brisk
worldwide expansion.
With 2.2bn people playing video
games – 29pc of the world’s 7.5bn
population – the British startup is
leading a charge into professional
esports where gamers compete for big
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prize money playing games such as
Fortnite, Fifa, League of Legends and
Counter-Strike: Global Offensive,
usually in teams.
Streamed live to huge numbers of
young fans, matches can be held either
in a single physical location, such as
Gfinity’s arena in Fulham, west
London, or entirely online with teams
scattered around the globe.
“It’s the next generation of
entertainment – it’s replaced linear
TV,” says Cook, a bearded 61-year-old
who before joining Manchester City
had worked for Nike for 12 years
including a stint managing the Michael
Jordan athletic brand.
After quitting Manchester City in
2011 the seasoned sports marketing
executive took a senior role at the
Ultimate Fighting Championship
(UFC), a Las Vegas-based cage-fighting
business, before joining Gfinity in May
last year.
It was this experience at UFC, later
sold for a reported $4bn (£3.2bn), that
introduced him to the world of esports
as Cook says he was seeking new ways
to draw audiences into watching what
was then a peripheral sport and build
up its brand.
“A lot of people don’t like cagefighting,” he chuckles. “One of the
ways we did it was, with EA Sports we
created a [fighting] game. That’s what
drove me towards this nascent sector.”
The explosive growth of esports is
undeniable. This year, global revenues
are set to top $1.1bn, up 27pc since
last year amid surging revenues from
advertising, sponsorship and media
rights, according to figures from
Newzoo, an industry analytics firm.
Cook predicts that by 2025 the
industry “could be worth in excess of
$3bn”. Although the sector is growing
fast, that has yet to translate into a
profitable business for Gfinity, which is
loss-making as it invests in expansion

overseas including in the US.
The company’s revenues grew 143pc
in the first half of 2019 to £4.4m. It
expects to reach breakeven by 2021.
“There is nothing growing faster
than this,” says Cook, who claims that a
generational divide exists with many
older people failing to grasp the scale of
the esports market and its potential.
“It’s hard for the business
community to understand. But there is
a whole economy to be built out of
competitive gaming.” Cook retains an
interest in football. He remains a
director of Wigan Athletic Football
Club after being involved in a 2017
takeover and has been linked to a USbacked effort to acquire Newcastle
United.
While in terms of earning power top
Premier League footballers still have an
edge, esports players are coming up
hard on the rails.
With more than 700 tournaments per
year, successful players such as
Germany’s Kuro “KuroKy” Takhasomi
or Bulgaria’s Ivan “MinD_ContRoL”
Ivanov can earn millions of dollars in
prize money, which is growing quickly
as new sponsors get involved.

'The biggest mistake we
could make is to try to
compete [with sport] –
it is complementary’
At the Fortnite World Cup event in
New York this month, an estimated
$30m in prize money will be up for
grabs. At another esports tournament
in Shanghai a few weeks later, at least
$25m will be available.
Gfnity has signed up some big clients
such as Amazon and is in talks to host
an esports tournament for the 2022
Qatar World Cup.

Nevertheless, some observers are
sceptical because esports is a highly
competitive market and there is no
shortage of operators seeking to secure
a slice of the pie.
Gfinity builds and organises esports
tournaments on behalf of video game
developers such as EA Sports or
Activision Blizzard. It hosts physical
tournaments.
It also works with traditional sports
clubs and leagues such the FA or F1
which are eager to build their presence
in a growing market, both to earn new
revenues and to reach younger
audiences. Big non-sports brands are
also increasingly interested.
Cook says Gfinity’s role is to act as a
“facilitator”, connecting esports
players and fans with the franchises
and brands eager to reach them by
organising or sponsoring tournaments.
Gfinity is expanding rapidly in the
US, the biggest global market for
esports by some margin – North
America will generate $409m of
esports revenues this year, Newzoo
found; China will contribute 19pc and
South Korea 6pc, with the rest of the
world representing 38pc.
This fusion of sports franchises with
esports is likely to increase, says Cook,
citing the recent example of the
Australian Open tennis tournament in
January. The Grand Slam in Melbourne
hosted a Fortnite competition with
$360,000 in prize money at the stadium
immediately before eventual singles’
winners Novak Djokovic and Naomi
Osaka competed in finals.
Cook believes that for some
sports – such as football and F1
– that have an older fan base,
connecting with the world of
competitive gaming is a way to
secure their future.
So, do esports present a
potential threat to traditional
sports? Cook believes this is the
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wrong way to look at it. “The biggest
mistake we could make is to try to
compete,” he says. “It’s actually not a
threat – it is complementary because
it’s about extending the brand.”
He does, however, admit that esports
are leading to changing habits. “It’s
probably going to replace something –
the way we consume media, hobbies
and lifestyle.”
So how does he feel today about the
sale of Man City to Abu Dhabi?
Cook believes it has been almost
entirely positive. “What we found
in Abu Dhabi which was really
interesting was a strategic alignment.
Their thinking was Manchester City
was very quickly to become a proxy
brand for the nation of Abu Dhabi…
You were talking to people who wanted
to make a difference
so economic
regeneration was at
the top of
everybody’s list.
We became
really a part of
the economic
growth of
Manchester.
Now that
vision continues
to grow.”
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